
PRODUCT BROCHURE



ABOUT US
Our Products

Fresh, housemade, no preservatives.

We believe in only selling products we would feed to our own family – the
freshest dim sum made with quality ingredients and no preservatives. The dim
sum you find in many supermarkets and restaurants often use strange
additives and will blend various parts of an animal (e.g. chicken skin in xiao long
bao). We will never compromise on quality to lower costs.

You win some, you dim sum.

Our Team

Our dim sum is handmade by our in-house chef Bill, supported by his wife Ting.
Bill has been making dim sum for over 30 years, working as the executive dim
sum chef at yum cha restaurants across Sydney.

Our Story

We’re a small family business who started out by selling dim sum at a market
stall. Our customers kept coming back for more so we’ve since opened up a
shop to try and keep up with demand. We currently sell frozen dim sum directly
to customers to take home and cook, and supply to restaurants in Sydney.

Note that all our products contain, or may have traces of: wheat, gluten, soy, sesame, and peanuts.



SIU MAI

SEAFOOD SIU MAI

BEEF SIU MAI

PRAWN DUMPLING

QUAIL EGG SIU MAI

PORK SIU MAI

XIAO LONG BAO

FISH SIU MAI

CHIU-CHOW DUMPLING

Our signature - pork, prawn and shiitake
mushroom ground in house, and
individually wrapped in thin pastry.

Contains pork, prawn, mushroom, fish roe,
wheat flour, egg

Dim sum filled with prawn and scallop
wrapped in a thin pastry, topped with a
whole scallop.

Contains prawn, scallop, fish roe, wheat flour,
egg

Dim sum filled with beef wrapped in a
thin pastry.

Contains beef, pork, mandarin peel, water
chestnuts, coriander, wheat flour, egg, soy

Fresh and juicy chunks of Australian
prawn encased in a delicately pleated
transparent skin.

Contains prawn, sesame

A pork and prawn dim sum wrapped in
thin pastry, topped with a quail egg.

Contains pork, prawn, mushroom, egg, wheat
flour

Dim sum filled with pork wrapped in a
thin pastry.

Contains pork, mushroom, wheat flour, egg

Soup dumplings filled with juicy pork
and flavourful soup.

Contains pork, chicken collagen, wheat flour,
soy

Dim sum filled with fish wrapped in a
thin pastry.

Contains fish, wheat flour, egg

A steamed dumpling from the Chaoshan
area of Southern China, encased in a
translucent skin.

Contains chicken, prawn, mushroom, peanuts,
XO sauce

DIM SUM & DUMPLINGS



SCALLOP DUMPLING

EMERALD SEAFOOD
DUMPLING

WONTON

PRAWN & PORK
DUMPLING

CHIVE DUMPLING

SPINACH DUMPLING

A translucent dumpling with a filling of
Australian scallops.

Contains scallops, prawn, XO sauce

An elegant dumpling filled with seafood.

Contains prawn, scallop, shrimp, fish roe

A Chinese dumpling filled with pork and
prawn encased in a thin egg wrapper.
Delicious with a bowl of noodle soup.

Contains prawn, pork, wheat flour, egg

A dumpling filled generously with prawn
and pork.

Contains prawn, pork, mushroom, black fungus
bamboo shoot, coriander, wheat flour

A delicious blend of chives, mushroom,
water chestnuts and prawns encased in
a translucent skin.

Contains chives, prawn, mushroom, water
chestnuts

A delicious blend of spinach, prawn,
water chestnut and mushroom encased
in a translucent skin.

Contains spinach, prawn, water chestnut,
mushroom, wheat flour

DIM SUM & DUMPLINGS

CHICKEN & PRAWN
DUMPLING
A translucent skin dumpling filled with
prawn, chicken thigh and vegetables.

Contains prawn, chicken, mushroom, carrot,
radish, coriander

CHICKEN & CORN
DUMPLING
A beautiful dumpling filled with chicken
thigh and corn, topped with fish roe.

Contains chicken, corn, fish roe

VEGETARIAN DUMPLING
A delicate and flavourful vegetarian
dumpling filled with vegetables.

Contains choy sum, black fungus, mushroom,
water chestnut, vermicelli, wheat starch (V)



BBQ PORK BUN

CHICKEN BUN

CHINESE SAUSAGE ROLL

RED BEAN BUN

CUSTARD BUN

LONGEVITY PEACH BUN

SALTED EGG LAVA BUN

BLACK SESAME LAVA BUN

BLACK SESAME MANTOU

Fluffy white buns bursting slightly open
with chunky pieces of Chinese barbeque
pork covered in a smoky sauce.

Contains pork, rose wine, wheat flour, soy

Fluffy white buns filled with chicken and
mushroom.

Contains chicken, Chinese mushroom, bamboo
shoot, wheat flour, coriander, sesame

Chinese sausage wrapped in a fluffy
white bun.

Contains Chinese sausage, wheat flour, soy

Steamed white bun filled with red bean.

Contains red bean, wheat flour (V)

Steamed white bun filled with custard.

Contains egg, dairy, wheat flour (V)

Peach shaped bun filled with lotus
paste.

Contains lotus seed paste, egg, wheat flour (V)

A very popular Cantonese fluffy yellow
bun filled with a lava egg-yolk custard.

Contains egg, dairy, gelatin, wheat flour

A fluffy black sesame bun filled a black
sesame lava centre.

Contains black sesame, peanut, milk, gelatin,
wheat flour

A simple Chinese breakfast food:
steamed black sesame bun.

Contains black sesame, wheat flour (V)

BUNS (包子)



FOUR TREASURE
CHICKEN ROLL

STICKY RICE ROLL

BEAN CURD SHEET ROLL SPRING ROLL

A succulent mix of four treasures -
chicken, fish maw, taro and mushroom -
carefully wrapped in bean curd.

Contains chicken, fish, mushroom, sesame

Sticky rice encased in a fluffy white roll.

Contains sticky rice, Chinese sausage, dried
shrimp, peanuts, wheat flour, coriander, egg,
wheat flour

Pork, prawn, and vegetables wrapped in
bean curd and served with a choice of
garlic oyster or abalone sauce.

Contains pork, prawn, bamboo shoot, black
fungus, carrot

Handmade spring rolls ready for deep

frying.

Contains chicken, prawn, bamboo shoot, black

fungus, carrot, wheat flour

ROLLS (捲)



STICKY RICE IN LOTUS
LEAF

SAVOURY ZONGZI

RED BEAN ZONGZI

STICKY RICE

The ultimate comfort food: a steamed
parcel of sticky rice, chinese sausage,
chicken, shittake mushroom, dried
shrimp and salted egg, wrapped in lotus
leaves. The leaves impart a mild herbal
fragrance into the cooked rice, bringing
traditional Chinese aromas to the table.

Contains sticky rice, chicken, Chinese sausage,
salted egg yolk, shiitake mushroom, BBQ pork,
prawn, lotus leaf, soy

A savoury rice dumpling stuffed with
pork, mung beans and mushroom,
wrapped in fragrant bamboo leaves.

Contains pork, sticky rice, mung bean, Chinese
mushrooms, salted egg yolk

A slightly sweet rice dumpling filled with
red bean, wrapped in fragrant bamboo
leaves.

Contains sticky rice, red bean (V)

A fragrant and delicious combination of
sticky rice and Chinese ingredients.

Contains sticky rice, dried shrimp, Chinese
sausage, peanuts, Chinese mushroom,
coriander, egg

RICE (米)



CHICKEN FEET

BRAISED CHICKEN FEET

SPICY COLD CHICKEN
FEET

CHINESE STEAMED
CHICKEN

PORK AND PRAWN PATTY
MINCE

PORK PATTY MINCE
WITH PRESERVED VEG

PLUM SAUCE PORK RIBS

PORK RIBS WITH BLACK
BEAN SAUCE

PORK PATTY MINCE
WITH DRIED SQUID

A yum cha classic - flavourful and
collagen packed chicken feet.

Contains chicken feet, soy, sesame

Chicken feet marinated in a flavourful
abalone sauce.

Contains chicken feet, abalone sauce, soy,
sesame

A cool yet spicy dish, packed with
collagen.

Contains chicken feet

A hearty and comforting chicken dish
with Chinese herbal ingredients.

Contains chicken, lily bud, cloud ear fungus,
red dates, goji berries

A versatile and flavourful mince that can
be steamed, boiled or fried.

Contains pork, prawn, Chinese mushroom,
water chestnuts, coriander, sesame

A variation of our pork patty mince with
preserved vegetables.

Contains pork, prawn, Chinese mushroom,
preserved vegetables, sesame

A yum cha favourite - tender pork ribs in
plum sauce.

Contains pork, plum sauce, soy, sesame

A variation of the classic yum cha pork
ribs, in black bean sauce.

Contains pork, black beans, soy, sesame

A variation of our pork patty mince with
dried squid.

Contains pork, prawn, Chinese mushroom,
dried squid, fish roe, sesame

MEAT (肉)



BRAISED PORK KNUCKLE

BEEF BRISKET WITH
CHU HOU SAUCE

CURRY BEEF BRISKET

MARINATED BEEF MINCE
WITH BEAN CURD

HONEYCOMB OX TRIPE

MARINATED SLICED BEEF

BEEF SHORT RIBS WITH
BLACK PEPPER

OX OMASUM

BEEF OFFAL

An auspicious Chinese dish with the
meaning ‘a windfall of good fortune’!
Served with complementary black moss
(not pictured).

Contains pork, black moss, soy, sesame

Beef brisket stewed in our housemade
sauce until tender and flavourful.

Contains beef, soy, sesame

Tender curry beef brisket - serve with
cooked rice, carrots and potato for a
hearty meal.

Contains beef, coconut milk, rice wine

Form into tender and springy meatballs
and steam on the fresh bean curd.

Contains beef, water chestnuts, mandarin
peel, sesame, soy, bean curd

Flavourful and tender ox tripe ready to
steam.

Contains ox tripe, soy, sesame

Marinated beef slices - a super versatile
dish.

Contains beef, sesame (vegetables not
included)

Tender beef short-ribs with savoury
pepper and subtly sweet flavours.

Contains beef, butter, soy, sesame

Flavourful and tender ox omasum ready
to steam.

Contains ox omasum, sesame

Hong Kong style beef offal - nutritious
internal organ meats in stewed in an
aromatic sauce.

Contains ox intestines and organs, soy,
sesame

MEAT (肉)



BEEF TENDON

SALMON HEAD WITH
BLACK BEAN SAUCE

GOAT STEW WITH BEAN
CURD SHEET

STEAMED FISH MAW
WITH CHICKEN

MINCED PRAWN PASTE

SALTED FREE RANGE
CHICKEN

Beef tendons in a semi-sweet and
savoury sauce.

Contains beef tendon, soy, sesame

A deliciously flavourful steamed salmon
head dish.

Contains salmon head, black beans, dried
mandarin peel, sesame, soy

A heartwarming and delicious goat stew
- perfect for hotpot.

Contains goat, bamboo shoot, water chestnut,
Chinese mushroom, sesame

A heartwarming dish of steamed fish
maw, succulent chicken, and mushroom.

Contains fish maw, chicken, Chinese
mushrooms, sesame

A best-selling and versatile dish made
with house-minced prawns.

Contains prawn, pork, sesame

Free range chicken soaked in brine in
house.

Contains chicken

MEAT (肉)



RADISH CAKE

RED DATES CAKE

TARO CAKE

WATER CHESTNUT CAKE

NIAN GAO

COCONUT RED BEAN
CAKE

TURTLE JELLY

A soft and fragrant traditional cake,
generously filled with radish, Chinese
sausage and dried shrimp.

Contains white radish, rice flour, Chinese
sausage, dried shrimp, sesame

A mildly sweet Chinese steamed cake
made with red dates.

Contains red dates, gelatin

A popular breakfast or snack in China,
symbolising prosperity.

Contains taro, Chinese sausage, dried shrimp,
sesame

A soft Cantonese steamed cake with
water chestnuts.

Contains water chestnuts, coconut milk (V)

A must have at Lunar New Year - slightly
sweet sticky rice cake!

Contains glutinous rice flour, coconut milk (V)

Also known as Guilinggao, this is a
popular Chinese herbal dessert. We
prepare it the traditional way, boiling
turtle shell for over 10 hours.

Contains turtle shell, herbal ingredients

CAKE & JELLY (糕)

SPONGE CAKES OSMANTHUS JELLY
Light and mildly sweet Cantonese
sponge cupcakes.

Contains wheat, egg, dairy

A mildly sweet and refreshing jelly with
goji berries.

Contains sweet osmanthus, goji berries,
gelatin

A fragrant and mildly sweet coconut
dessert with red bean.

Contains milk, red bean, gelatine



EGG TART WIFE CAKE SALTED EGG YOLK
PASTRYA popular Hong Kong pastry with a flaky

crust and silky custard filling.

Contains wheat, egg

A traditional Chinese pastry with a thin
and flaky exterior and a wintermelon
filling.

Contains wheat, egg, butter, lard

A festive Chinese pastry filled lotus
paste and a whole salted egg yolk.

Contains wheat, egg, butter, lard

PASTRIES

Other pastries can be made on request.



XO SAUCE

SMILING SESAME
COOKIE BALL

GREEN BEAN SOUP

GLUTINOUS RICE BALL

CHINESE CANDIED
WALNUTSA housemade spicy seafood sauce

packed with flavour - add to take dishes
to the next level.

Contains dried scallop, dried shrimp, salted
fish, bacon, Chinese sausage, sesame

A popular Chinese cookie ball - slightly
sweet and crisp on the outside.

Contains wheat, egg

A nutritious and mildly sweet green
mung bean soup.

Contains green mung bean, common rue,
seaweed (V)

Mochi filled with your choice of red
bean, black sesame, peanuts or custard.

Depends on choice of filling (V)

A deliciously crunchy and mildly sweet
snack - skin separated by hand to
remove the bitter taste.

Contains walnuts (skin removed), sesame (V)

OTHER SNACKS



Contact Us

Website: https://jtmfamilydimsum.com/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/jtmdimsum/

Email: hello@jtmfamilydimsum.com


